## MOTIONS OF WHICH PREVIOUS NOTICE HAS BEEN GIVEN

### 13.1 NOTICE OF MOTION - MAYOR EMMA COLE - WAIVE THE FEE FOR SKIP BINS ON RESIDENTIAL VERGES FOR LESS THAN 14 DAYS

**TRIM Ref:** D19/106372  
**Attachments:** Nil  

That Council **BY ABSOLUTE MAJORITY:**

1. NOTES that a non-refundable administration fee (skip bin) verge of $42 is currently required for residents who wish to place a skip bin on the verge adjacent to their property, regardless of whether this is on-going construction or a short term use; and

2. Amends the 2019/20 Fees and Charges to remove the $42 non-refundable administration fee (skip bin) verge where the skip bin is in place for up to 14 days.

**REASON**

Residents who require a skip bin for one off removal of waste are currently required to pay a $42 fee to place a skip bin on their verge, regardless of length of time. There is currently no differentiation between the fee associated with long-term use of skip bins to deal with on-going construction waste and less intensive uses by residents over short periods of time. Removal of the $42 fee for a permit for up to 14 days is a way to differentiate between higher impact construction use and low impact, sporadic residential use and is a fairer approach.

**ADMINISTRATION COMMENTS**

Administration has no objection to this Notice of Motion however Elected Members should note that the verge inspections are still required to be undertaken and there is a potential loss of income of approximately $3,024/annum.